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ABS'l'RACr- Based on the observation made from numerical simulation that 
the intrinsic base sheet resistance and Die current gain of a bipolar transistor have 
same functional dependancc on the collector current including high injection 
range, a simple method for modeling the variation of the voltage drop along the 
emitter-base junction including the high level injection effect by non-linear current 
controlled voltage sources for distributed circuit analysis using SPICE is described. 

SUMMARY- The distributed nature of the base resistance of bipolar 
transistor plays a significant role in its performance, i'hcrefore, for exact modeling 
of the bipolar device for circuit analysis we have to use base resistance model 
including bias dependent physical effects such as base conductivity modulation, 
base widening, and current crowding effects, which make the mathematics 
relatively tedious, and may obscure the relevant physical mechanisms. Instead, we 
may have to use distributed bipolar model with the intrinsic base resistance 
including the above mentioned bias depended physical effects. 

Our bipolar distributed model is composed of 1 demensional bij-jolar 
transistors represented by proper model with /?fl = 0 and current controlled voltage 
sources to represent the different weight of base current flow according to the 
!(x;ation of /?,j ( i = 1 to 5 in Fig.1(a)), R,. dependency on collector current, and 

i i 
the variation of the amplification factor j3yr along the lateral emitter-base junction. 
'J'he algorithm to find the current controlled voltage sources is explained as follows. 

Referring to Fig.la, the voltage drop Vyĵ  across each base resistor can be 
modeled by a non-linear current controlled voltage source in the from of a one-
degree multi-dimensional polynomial as 

i\ 

; = / + l 

where a,y represents the polynomial coefficients as 

<^ij = "/Py (2) 

Here, V^ is the voltage drop due to the base current flowing through the base 

resistor R,^, a- = and assumed to be constant j l ] , (3-. = — and /) is the 

number oi .sections into which the original device is divided. R,j and p/.- are 
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observed to decrease with same rate as collector current increases [2| so tliat u,- is 
set to that of low current level. 

Jn the above expression, 3-- represents the ratio of the current amplification 
factors between section i and section j . This p-- is bias dependent and also can be 
thought as a parameter representing the current crowding effect. If all .sections are 
divided with equal space(equal emitter area), a,- should be .same for all i, and 
equal to /?/j(0)/p/r(0), where R/^iO) and (5/r(0) arc for low current values. 

The values of a-'s can be obtained as a function of I., by analvzing the 

distributed model of bipolar device as shown in Fig. 1(b) at different bias voltages 
u.sing SPICE. This is accomplished by initially assuming each p, equal to 1 and 
then adjusting the values of a.-'s using the updated ^r after the SPICE simulation 

until (3,y's ratios are converged. The conversion process for each bias point is 
reached after a maximum of 3 SPICE runs. 

Once the values of a-'s are obtained of each .section i, a curve fitting for each 
current controlled voltage source V̂  is conducted to get one-dimensional multi-
degree polynomial in the form 

N 

S = 2/̂ ;(/c,y (3) 

where A' is the ix)lynomial degree. 

Verification of our model was made by comparison with the result of the 2 
dimensional device simulator in term of DC and AC parameters and reasonable 
agreement is obtained as shown in Fig.2 through Fig.5. I'o carry out the 
verification, the base potential of the intrinsic transistor has been taken to be equal 
to the hole quais fermi potential and the emitter voltage is equal to the external 
emitter voltage. 

In summary, by using the non-linear current controlled voltage source to 
represent the vcjitage drop acro.ss the lateral base region of the sectioned transistor, 
the distributed nature of the bipolar transistor including the bias dependent 
physical effects including high injection range is readily modeled for SPICE in both 
DC and AC analysis. 
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Fig.l Distributed bipoior transistor tnoclc!. (a) represented by 5 acciions with ba ĉ 
resistances. Note that RQ , for example, is not lumped in Cj so dial the dcbiasiiii; 
effect from / j { i «• ! to 5) to (2j can be included, (b) die ohmic voltage dropi 
between adjacent sections arc modeled by nonlinear current controlled voluuc 
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Fiu.S Variation of the forward transit time of Oj ( T , ) as a function ol e.\terna! 
applied voltage. 
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